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Semi Annual Report Of
The Kantha Bopha Hospitals
(1 January 24 June 2013)

Admissions for hospitalization of severely sick children: 52053
Severe cases of the Hemorrhagic Dengue Fever: 4127
Surgical operations: 7849
Head Trauma: 1847 !!! (12,5% to be operated by our surgery)
Deliveries: 8259
During the speech of President Barack Obama in Berlin I think having heard the
following words being shouted to the cheering crowds waiting 3 hours in the heat:
We should think on the poor too! No more children should suffer and pass
away from diseases, which could be healed. We should find other and new
models in the global health sector not depending on charity.
Kantha Bopha is a world model functioning the day and the night without
corruption. It is a model of justice and medical committement. All treatment is free
for all. But although its correlation between costs and healing rate is worldwide the
best, still 80% of the budget are depending on charity.
Why the states who have caused whole the misery in Cambodia bringing and
supporting the war, supporting the following civil war, supporting the Khmer
Rouges, do not contribute a single Dollar to the budget of Kantha Bopha which is
actually preventing a passive genocide of Cambodian children by the hard and
highly professional work in the heat by 2450 Cambodian staff, the day and the
night?
Maybe President Barack Obama is questioning this too and is aware on the Model
Kantha Bopha –unique in the world‐ from the article in November 2012 “What
President Barack Obama could have learned in Cambodia”. This article you can
find in Google (putting in its title) or on our home page.
The Model Kantha Bopha is no dream, it is reality. But it depends still today,
after 21 years, on charity by 80%. We thank you for all your financial contributions.
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